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Introduction to SENDsafe
As well as responding to emergencies another key aim of Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service is
to educate the community in fire safety in order to try and prevent fires happening in the first place
or enable people to know what to do in the event of a fire starting. To achieve this aim we offer fire
safety sessions in all primary schools and many other educational establishments annually. These
sessions deliver a serious and to the point message but are done so in a friendly and sensitive
manner.
We recognise that children and young people with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
(SEND) are a particularly important group to us as they can be considered as more ‘at risk’ and
vulnerable to the dangers fire can pose. However, each class or group that we visit will have
different needs and wants and we appreciate that in these cases traditional teaching approaches
may not necessarily create the most suitable and effective learning opportunities.
Because of this we have devised SENDsafe. This is a toolkit of activities which can be mixed and
matched and allow the children and young people to learn about fire safety as much as possible
through their senses so that they have opportunities to touch, smell, see and hear. This should
help make the sessions as fun, interactive and educational as possible.
You know your class or group best; what their abilities are, how much they can take in over a given
period of time and what activities are most suitable to their circumstances. Please look through
this catalogue and choose activities that you feel would be most suitable for your students. Then
contact your local Fire Station to book the session. Most of the activities last 15-20 minutes so an
hour session could include 3 activities and an evaluation of the learning. However, you may feel
that one activity is sufficient for the session or have the activities spread over different periods of
time to include suitable breaks for consolidation of learning.
At the end of the session, if it is appropriate, we use an evaluation cube or story bag to ensure
full participation of the students in the session in checking their understanding of the fire safety
messages covered.
The member of the Fire & Rescue Service that will be carrying out the fire safety session will visit
you before hand to discuss the choices you have made or are considering making. They can
explain any activities that are unclear to you, show you the resources linked to each activity and
discuss any specific issues relating to the group that may need to be taken into account.
The contents page has a table showing the different topics and themes we cover with a number of
activities for each depending upon the ability and needs of the students. There is also a tick list to
show the suitability of an activity for different needs but please note that this is for guidance only
– it is not ‘set in stone’ and a degree of flexibility is possible. All activities should be adaptable and
suitable, with support if necessary, across the spectrum of learning/behavioural difficulties.
Key:
HI = hearing impaired
VI = visually impaired
ASD = autistic spectrum disorder
PMLD = profound and multiple learning difficulties (inc. physical and/or mobility difficulties)
ALD = adults with learning difficulties
If you need any further help or advice on booking your fire safety visit
please contact 01772 866947
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Catalogue of Activities for Teaching Fire Safety to People with Special Educational
Needs and Disabilities
Theme

Activity

Concept of Fire
Page 4

Fire Hazards
Page 5, 6

Smoke Alarms
Page 7

Activity Title

1
2
3

What is fire?
Spread of fire
Tools not toys

4
5
6
7

Francis the Firefly
Bag of hazards
Spot the hazards
Getting warm

8
9
10

What is a smoke alarm for?
Looking after a smoke alarm
Where to put a smoke alarm

Escaping from Fire
Page 8, 9
11
12
13
14
15

HI

VI

ASD PMLD ALD

+S
+S

+S
+S

+S
+S

+S
+S

Crawl low in smoke
Get out! Stay out! Call 999!
Making an Escape Plan
Trapped by fire
Never hide from fire

Calling the Fire and Rescue Service
Page 10, 11
16
Calling 999
17
Hoax Calls
18
Hoax Calls film
19
Thumbs up/Thumbs down

+S
+S
+S

+S
+S
+S

+S
+S
+S

What to do if Your Clothes Catch on Fire
Page 12
20
Stop, drop and roll
21
Smothering the flames
Firefighter’s Uniform/Fire Engine
Page 13, 14
22
What do firefighters wear?
23
Exploring the fire engine
24
Firefighters in action
Involving Parents/Carers
Page 15, 16
25
Attending parents’ event
26
‘Smoke Tent’ experience
27
Mobile Fire Station
Evaluation
Page 16

28

+S

+S

Evaluation Cube/Story Bag

- Activity should be fully suitable for the group
+S - Activity should be suitable for the group but some additional support or adaptation may
be needed
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Concept of Fire
1. What is fire?
AIM
• To have a full sensory experience of fire
- sight, feel, smell and sound in order to
understand the dangers and uses of fire
RESOURCES
• Large matches / candles
• Fire smell cubes
• Pictures of real fires

ACTIVITY
Look at the flame on
large match, put hand
near flame to feel heat,
smell the cube. Talk
about fire – what it
looks like, how it feels,
what it smells like etc. Look at
pictures of real fires and discuss.

2. Spread of fire
AIM
• To see how quickly fire can spread
• To understand why it is important to
keep their houses safe from fire
RESOURCES
• DVD to show the spread of fire
e.g. ‘Hairdryer Fire’ or ‘Front Room
Fire’

ACTIVITY
Watch DVD, which
shows a fire starting
on furniture in a
normal sized room.
It follows through
the growth of
the fire for about 3
minutes, by which time the whole
room is engulfed in flames. Talk about what
is happening throughout the film and bring
up issues as they occur, e.g. smoke, heat,
smoke alarms, tackling fires. Alternatively
watch first time in silence then watch again
and discuss.

3. Tools not toys
AIM
• To understand that some fires are good
while some are dangerous
RESOURCES
• Pictures of ‘good’ (useful) fires and
‘bad’ fires

ACTIVITY
Discuss that some
fires are good
because they keep
us warm, cook
our food, provide
light etc and some
are bad because they are dangerous
and destructive. Look at pictures and
physically divide into good and bad fires. If
appropriate consider the dangers linked to
alcohol when cooking.
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Fire Hazards
4. ‘Frances the Firefly’
AIM
• To understand that they must never play
with matches or lighters
• To see what the consequences could be
RESOURCES
• ‘Frances the Firefly’ book and/or DVD
• Firefly soft toy or puppet

ACTIVITY
Listen to (with the help of a
puppet/soft toy) the story
of a firefly that plays with
matches and suffers severe
consequences. Discuss
why they should never play
with matches or lighters
and what could happen.

5. Bag of hazards
AIM
• To recognise things that they should not
play with because they could cause a
fire and / or hurt them
RESOURCES
• The Birthday Cake Mistake Story (Fire
Kills Fire Safety Education Programme
Big Book)
• A variety of house hold objects in a
bag - some are safe to play with, others
aren’t
• 2 hoops with labels:
-‘safe to play with’
-‘dangerous or not safe to play with’
• Safe / dangerous snap cards
eg toy car, ball, matches, candle

ACTIVITY
Read the story of “The
Birthday Cake Mistake
Story”. Question and
discuss as appropriate.
Take out an object, one
at a time, from the bag
and discuss whether
it is safe to play with
or dangerous and
why. Put object in
appropriate hoop and clarify
any misconceptions.
Reinforce with activities using safe /
dangerous snap (flash) cards.

6. Spot the hazards
AIM
• To recognise fire hazards in the home
• To understand why they are dangerous
• To know how they can be put right
RESOURCES
• Large wipeable pictures of fire hazards
• Childsafe DVD KS2 -`Hazards’ folder for
smartboard version

ACTIVITY
Spot fire hazards on the
picture(s) given. Either
actual pictures or
Smartboard versions on
interactive whiteboard.
Either do as a whole
group, in pairs or
individually.
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Fire Hazards
7. Getting warm
AIM
• To understand the best ways to keep
themselves warm
• To know that lighting a fire to keep warm
is not necessarily a good idea
RESOURCES
• Pictures or relevant objects of ways of
getting warm eg hot water bottle
• ‘safe’ / ‘dangerous or not safe’ labels

ACTIVITY
Look at the pictures
showing different
ways of getting
warm when they
are cold. Decide
whether they
belong to the ‘safe’
or ‘dangerous’
column, e.g.
putting on a
warm jumper, lighting a fire
in the middle of the lounge, having a hot
water bottle. If possible,
use practical examples.
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Smoke Alarms
8. What is a smoke alarm for?
AIM
• To know what a smoke alarm is
• To know why they need one in their
homes
RESOURCES
• Smoke alarm
• Specialist visual vibrating smoke alarm
for HI if appropriate

ACTIVITY
Look at and hold a
smoke alarm. Have
a go at pressing the
test button to hear the
sound. Talk about what
the smoke alarm does and
why they need it. If appropriate
stress Home Fire Safety Check (HFSC)
service. Relate to school fire alarm system.

9. Looking after a smoke alarm
AIM
• To know how to look after a smoke alarm
RESOURCES
• 4 smoke alarms:
1 without battery
1 with old/run-down battery
1 with new/working battery
1 10 year battery alarm

ACTIVITY
Discuss why it is
important that a smoke
alarm works properly.
Look at the one with
no battery and what
happens when you
press the test button. Listen to the
intermittent bleep on the one with a low rundown battery. Listen to how a fully working
alarm should sound. Learn that you need
to test the battery every week (learn rhyme
‘bleep bleep bleep every week’), change
it every year (think of a special day) and
NEVER take the battery out for toys, remote
controls etc. If appropriate stress Home Fire
Safety Check (HFSC) service.

10. Where to put a smoke alarm
AIM
• To know where smoke alarms should go
RESOURCES
• Large picture of cross section of house
• Cut out smoke alarms
• Optional – doll’s house (if available)

ACTIVITY
Using the picture (or doll’s
house) look at the best places
to put smoke alarms and why.
Discuss where they should not
put smoke alarms and why.
Think about their own homes
and where the smoke alarms
should go.
If appropriate stress Home Fire
Safety Check (HFSC) service.
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Escaping from Fire
11. Crawl low in smoke
AIM
• To know if they are in a smoky room or
area the best thing to do is keep low to
the floor.
RESOURCES
• Blanket or large black sheet of material
• DVD to show the spread of fire e.g.
Bedroom Fire’ or ‘Front Room Fire’
• Childsafe in the Home DVD
• ‘Fire smell’ cubes - to place under
material if appropriate

ACTIVITY
Watch a film showing smoke
coming down in a room on
fire. Learn that it is poisonous
to breathe it in, but that the
air is fresher and clearer
lower down. Practise
crawling low to the floor as
they would in a smoky room, either
by crawling under a blanket/sheet held 2 or
3 feet from ground or just along the floor.
If appropriate, show relevant footage from
‘Childsafe in the Home’ DVD.

12. Get out! Stay out! Call 999!
AIM
• To know that if they hear the smoke
alarm they are to get out of the building
straight away.
RESOURCES
• Mat
• Benches
• Chairs
• Smoke Alarm
• (Refer to school fire alarm system/
procedure)

ACTIVITY
Hear the sound of a
smoke alarm. Learn
that it means there is
a fire and they must
get out of the building straight away.
Refer to school fire alarm system/procedure.
Role play using mats as beds, benches as
walls and chairs as door posts, pretending
to be asleep then hearing smoke alarm and
finding parents then getting straight out of
the room and out of the house. If possible
exit through an outside door to a safe area.
Reinforce using sequence cards.

13. Making an Escape Plan
AIM
• To understand the importance of making
an Escape Plan with their families
RESOURCES
• Large picture of cross section of house
• Cut out flames
• Optional - doll’s house
• ‘Childsafe in the Home’ DVD
• ‘Shawn’s Story’ DVD

ACTIVITY
Learn that every household
needs to make their own
Escape Plan in the event
of a fire. Using the picture
or doll’s house and the
flames find the best routes
out in different scenarios. If possible talk
about their own situations, where they
sleep etc and what they would do. Stress
the importance of creating plans with their
families for their own individual needs. If
appropriate show relevant chapters about
Escape Action Plans from the DVDs.
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Escaping from Fire
14. Trapped by fire
AIM
• To know what to do if trapped in a room
by fire
RESOURCES
• 7 picture sequence cards
• Towels, pillows (setting)
• Mat (setting)
• ‘Childsafe in the Home’ DVD
• ‘Shawn’s Story’ DVD

ACTIVITY
Put the cards in
sequence to show, step
by step, what to do if
trapped in a room with
the fire outside the
door. Do role play (as
Activity 12), this time being asleep
on mats, then blocking classroom door
with pillows etc and opening window,
shouting out, and standing by it. If
appropriate, show relevant footage from
the DVDs.

15. Never hide from fire
AIM
• To know that they must never try and
hide from a fire
RESOURCES
• Pictures of fire scenarios
• ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ labels

ACTIVITY
Find out that if there is a
fire they should never try to
hide from it and why.
Look at the pictures and
decide whether they
should or shouldn’t do the
things.
e.g. hiding in a cupboard,
testing the door for heat.
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Calling the Fire and Rescue Service
16. Calling 999
AIM
• To know that they need to phone 999
if they see a fire
• To know what to say when making an
emergency call
RESOURCES
• Phone with large keys
• Toy phone/old mobiles
• Optional – interactive phone system
walkie talkie
• Prompt cards

ACTIVITY
Learn that if they see a
fire they can phone the
fire service and they will
come and put it out. Use
a large phone keypad
and take it in turns to
press 999. If possible try on toy phones
or old mobiles too. For those with visual
impairments stress layout of a standard
phone keypad and explain how centre
5 button has a raised section to aid its
location.
Use prompt cards to learn what fire
control will ask if they make an emergency
call. Watch role play with fire personnel
pretending to make an emergency call with
one person taking the role of fire control.
Then do role play themselves with fire
personnel taking the part of fire control.

17. Hoax Calls
AIM
• To understand what a hoax call is
• To understand why they should never
call 999 if they don’t need to
• To understand the consequences of
making a hoax call
RESOURCES
• Large road map
• Cut out fire engines and flames

ACTIVITY
Learn what is meant by
‘hoax’ call - a pretend or
joke call. Tell a story of
‘naughty children’ who
make a hoax call. Help
move fire engines on map to show
what happens when a fire engine is called
out to a false alarm and then there is a real
fire somewhere else.

18. Hoax Calls film
AIM
• To understand the consequences of
making a hoax call
RESOURCES
• Hoax call DVD e.g. ‘Jason’s Story’
(approx 7 mins) or alternative

ACTIVITY
Watch film, showing some
children phoning 999 “for
a laugh”, but while the fire
engine is responding to
the call a real fire happens
elsewhere. Discuss the consequences to
the victims and their families, to the people
who make the call and their families and the
wider community including the firefighters.
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Calling the Fire and Rescue Service
19. Thumbs up/Thumbs down
AIM
• To know when it is ok to call 999 and
when it is not
• To understand that the fire service can
be called out for emergencies other
than fires
RESOURCES
• Pictures of fire/emergency
scenarios and non emergency
scenarios
• ‘Thumbs up’ and ‘Thumbs down’ cards

ACTIVITY
Play game in which they listen
to short scenarios/look at
pictures and put their thumbs
up if it’s a good reason
for the fire service to be there
and maybe make a 999
call. Discuss the difference
between emergency
situations and less serious or
controlled situations.
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What to do if Your Clothes Catch on Fire
20. Stop, drop and roll
AIM
• To know that if your clothes catch on fire
you ‘stop, drop and roll’
RESOURCES
• Mat
• Felt flames (with Velcro or double sided
tape - optional)

ACTIVITY
Learn and understand why, if
your clothes catch on fire, you
stop still, drop to the floor, and
keep rolling until the flames go
out.
Stick the pretend flames onto
clothing and practise ‘stop,
drop and roll’.

STOP

DROP

ROLL

21. Smothering the flames
AIM
• To know what to do if you are immobile
and your clothes catch fire
• To know how to help if another person’s
clothes are on fire and they are immobile
RESOURCES
• Coat, blanket, rug etc.
• Felt flames (with Velcro or double sided
tape (optional)
• ‘Shawn’s Story’ DVD

ACTIVITY
Learn that if your clothes catch on fire and
you can’t get to the floor (for example if you
are in a wheelchair or ‘chair or bed bound’)
you must smother the flames with anything
you can find. Stick the pretend flames on
clothing and practise doing this with a coat
or blanket. Do it first smothering it yourself
and then to someone else. Encourage
them to understand that, if possible, an
adult should ideally take this action. If
appropriate, show relevant section from
DVD.
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Firefighter’s Uniform/Fire Engine
22. What do firefighters wear?
AIM
• To learn about what firefighters wear to
keep themselves safe from fire and
smoke and why
RESOURCES
• Fire Kit - helmet, tunic, trousers,
boots, gloves, fire hood, non emergency
uniform (duty rig)

ACTIVITY
Have fun looking at
firefighters’ kit. Touch the
fire kit to feel the different
textures and materials
and, if appropriate,
discuss the reasons for the differences.
Try the kit on it on. Talk about and
understand how it protects the firefighters.

23. Exploring the fire engine
AIM
• To explore a fire engine
• To hold some of the equipment and have
a go at squirting water
RESOURCES
• Fire engine

ACTIVITY
Have fun exploring
the fire engine for
a range of sensory
experiences
lights - visual
siren - auditory
equipment, hoses, water - kinaesthetic
Look inside the lockers of a fire engine and
be told what the equipment is for. It may be
possible to hold some of it. Go up to/sit in
the cab *.
Listen to the siren and see the flashing
lights. Have a go at spraying some water
from the hoses #.
* In certain circumstances access to the
cab may be restricted or not possible.
ThisisatthediscretionoftheOfficerin
Charge who will discuss it with the lead
adult of the group.
# Spraying water from the hoses is not
usually possible if a hose-pipe ban or
drought conditions are in force. Again
thisisatthediscretionoftheOfficerin
Charge.
This whole activity is dependent upon
operational demand and may have to be
‘cut-short’ if the crew get a call-out. If
this happens and is appropriate it may
be possible to re-schedule the session.
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Firefighter’s Uniform/Fire Engine
24. Firefighters in action
AIM
• To spend time doing some of the things
firefighters do
RESOURCES
• Kit for everyone taking part
• Fire engine
• Breathing Apparatus
• Use of suitable location eg local fire
station or school

ACTIVITY
Spend time, if possible on
a Fire Station, doing things
firefighters do.
e.g.:
• Wear full kit & ‘Parade’
• Look at a fire engine
and how to put out fires
• Find out about Breathing Apparatus
• Be able to spot fire hazards
• Know how to prevent fire hazards
• Learn how to make an emergency call
and what happens at the fire station
when one is received.
This activity is best done following other
activities and can act as a conclusion to
learning sessions.
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Involving Parents/Carers
25. Attending parents’ event
AIM
• To make parents aware of fire safety
issues
• To encourage parents to make escape
plans that are specifically tailored to their
family’s circumstances and have working
smoke alarms
RESOURCES
• DVDs - ‘Childsafe … in the Home’
‘Home Fire Safety Check’
• HFSC leaflets/referral forms
• Home Fire Safety checklists

ACTIVITY
Have a stand at an
event which most
parents/carers
attend, e.g. summer
fair, Christmas
concert, parents’
evening. If on the field
have a fire engine and possibly the Mobile
Fire Station (see Activity 27). Have DVD
running and be available to talk to parents
about making escape plans for their home
and having working smoke alarms.
Give them a checklist to complete with their
family at home and encourage them to book
a Home Fire Safety Check (HFSC).

26. ‘Smoke Tent’ experience
AIM
• To get parents and children together to
practise escaping from fire and learning
about smoke alarms
RESOURCES
• Smoke tent
• Smoke generator
• Smoke alarms
- working and non working
- standard and specialist
(e.g. visual vibrating)

ACTIVITY
Small groups of parents and
children (up to 12) can learn
through experience how
to escape from a fire by
crawling low through smoke
and how to look after a
smoke alarm. This would
be ideal as part of a school
‘safety day’ to which parents
are invited.
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Involving Parents/Carers
27. Mobile Fire Station
AIM
• To understand what a Mobile Fire Station
is and its purpose
• To learn fire safety in a purpose made
environment
RESOURCES
• Mobile Fire Station

ACTIVITY
Have a visit from the
Mobile Fire Station.
Learn about what
it does and the
equipment on it. Watch fire safety DVDs
and play fire safety games.
A visit from the Mobile Fire Station can act
as a suitable conclusion to other learning
sessions if it isn’t possible to visit an actual
fire station.
Mobile Fire Stations are operational
appliances. This activity is therefore
dependent upon operational demand
and may have to be ‘cut-short’ if the
Mobile Fire Station is called out to a
major incident. If this happens and is
appropriate it may be possible to
re-schedule the session.

Evaluation
28. Evaluation Cube/Story bag
AIM
• To test the understanding of the
students in relation to the fire safety
messages they have covered
RESOURCES
• Large interchangeable cube
• Cards containing questions relating to
the activities
• Command / action cards
• Story bag

ACTIVITY
Show the evaluation cube
and explain how it works.
Take turns to roll the dice
and answer questions
relating to the learning
aims of the activity
session(s).
and/or
Work through the story bag. This shows
a selection of story scenes in order. Each
time the students are questioned about the
concepts shown, which helps reinforce the
key teaching points and fire safety themes.
* It is recommended that if time allows and
the circumstances are right this activity, in
one or both of its forms, should be included
in all visits.
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SENDsafe is Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service’s toolkit for
helping teach children and young people with Special Educational
Needs and Disabilities (SEND) about fire safety. Teachers and
and others who work with people with SEND can select the fire
safety activities from this catalogue they feel are most suitable
for their students and their specific circumstances and needs.
We always welcome suggestions as to how we could improve our
resources and delivery to the communities we serve. If you have
any ideas which you think may help us do this, in particular for
people who have Special Educational Needs and Disabilities,
please contact:

Prevention Support Officer - Start Safe
Service Development Department

Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service
Service Headquarters
Garstang Road
Fulwood, Preston
Lancashire PR2 3LH
Tel: 01772 866947

